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My Pet
by Katie Clark

I have a pet whose name is Ralph.
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I give him toys and lots of time.
I love him, come what may.
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He eats no food, he never sleeps,
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I do not like to lie.

My friends don’t like to play with him.
I can’t imagine why.

I found him on a sunny day.
He got inside my sock.
I dug him out and ever since
he’s been my own pet rock.
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My Pet
1)

Who is Ralph?

2)

Find the rhyming pairs of words from the poem.
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Why is the child upset with his friends?
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5)

Think of an unusual pet you’d like to possess. Give reasons for your choice.
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Answer key

Name :

My Pet
1)

Who is Ralph?
Ralph is the child’s pet rock.

2)

Find the rhyming pairs of words from the poem.
day-play, may-say, lie-why, rock-sock
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The kid likes the rock and spends a lot of time in its company, because
there is no one else to listen to ehis long stories.
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Why is the child upset with his friends?
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The child is upset because
his friends don’t like to play with the pet rock.

5)

Think of an unusual pet you’d like to possess. Give reasons for your choice.
Answers may vary.
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